REPRESENTATION FORM.
RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY. Please delete as applicable.
Police / Licensing Authority
Your Name

Rosalyn Tubb

Job Title

Licensing Officer, Gloucestershire Police

Postal and email address

Hucclecote Police Station, 58 Hucclecote Road, Hucclecote, Gloucester GL3 3RT

Contact telephone number
01452 752817
Name of the premises you are
making a representation about.
Application reference number.

Cheltenham Town Football Club

20/00940/TEN
Postal address of the premises you
are making a representation about.

Whaddon Road Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL52 5NA

Which of the four licensing
Objectives does your
representation relate to?
TO PREVENT CRIME AND
DISORDER

Please give the reason for your representation and detail the
evidence to support your representation
Please use separate sheets if necessary
N/a

TO PREVENT PUBLIC NUISANCE

As single events the management of 250 cars in that area has
previously been challenging. To try and repeat this four times a day is
not something that can be easily addressed. The impact for the local
community in terms of noise and additional traffic disruption would be
significant.
It would be unrealistic to expect or hope that local officers would be
able to assist. I can foresee, with the current suggested plan, that our
attendance would be inevitable. This would be a significant drain on
our resources and we could and would not guarantee attendance.
We also have concerns about the noise pollution for residents, the
traffic issues on local and passing traffic and lack of detail are grounds
to oppose this this application.

PUBLIC SAFETY
The cost in terms of our resources to support or address issues that do
not appear to have been considered would be detrimental to the
delivery of local policing.

THE PREVENTION OF HARM TO
CHILDREN

Suggested conditions that
could be added to the
licence to mitigate your
representation or other
suggestions you would like
the Licensing Sub
Committee to take into
account. Please use
separate sheets where
necessary and refer to
checklist.

N/a

Nil

(For Minor Variations it may
be helpful to give your
recommendations to
improve a subsequent
application).

N.B If you do make a representation you will be expected to attend the Licensing Sub
Committee and any subsequent appeal proceeding (not applicable for Minor Variations).

Signed:

R Tubb

Date: 09.07.2020

Please return this form along with any additional sheets to: Licensing Team, Cheltenham Borough Council,
Municipal Offices, Promenade. Cheltenham. GL50 9SA or email to licensing@cheltenham.gov.uk
This form must be returned within the statutory period. Please check with the Licensing Department.
01242 262626

OFFICIAL – SENSITIVE [PERSONAL DATA]
To find out how the Council use the personal data you supply on this form go to;
https://www.cheltenham.gov.uk/info/81/how_we_use_your_data/1375/licensing_privacy_data
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